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ABSTRACT
The intracluster medium of galaxy clusters is permeated by µG magnetic fields. Observations
with current and future facilities have the potential to illuminate the role of these magnetic
fields play in the astrophysical processes of galaxy clusters. To obtain a greater understand-
ing of how the initial seed fields evolve to the magnetic fields in the intracluster medium
requires magnetohydrodynamic simulations. We critically assess the current Smoothed Par-
ticle Magneto-Hydrodynamics (SPMHD) schemes, especially highlighting the impact of a
hyperbolic divergence cleaning scheme and artificial resistivity switch on the magnetic field
evolution in cosmological simulations of the formation of a galaxy cluster using the N-
body/SPMHD code GCMHD++. The impact and performance of the cleaning scheme and
two different schemes for the artificial resistivity switch is demonstrated via idealized test
cases and cosmological simulations. We demonstrate that the hyperbolic divergence clean-
ing scheme is effective at suppressing the growth of the numerical divergence error of the
magnetic field and should be applied to any SPMHD simulation. Although the artificial re-
sistivity is important in the strong field regime, it can suppress the growth of the magnetic
field in the weak field regime, such as galaxy clusters. With sufficient resolution, simulations
with divergence cleaning can reproduce observed magnetic fields. We conclude that the clean-
ing scheme alone is sufficient for galaxy cluster simulations, but our results indicate that the
SPMHD scheme must be carefully chosen depending on the regime of the magnetic field.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Observations of galaxy clusters show the presence of diffuse radio
emission, unassociated with any obvious radio source, extending
over Mpc scales. The spectral index of this emission reveals the
presence of relativistic electrons and large-scale magnetic fields
pervading the intra cluster medium (ICM). Under the assumption
of the minimum energy condition these magnetic fields are found
to have a volume averaged strength of a few µG (Govoni & Feretti
2004). Faraday rotation measurements of galaxies within a cluster
infer a magnetic field that is not regularly ordered on large-scales,
but that the cluster volume is a patch work of magnetic fields coher-
ent on length scales of 5 to 10 kpc (Carilli & Taylor 2002). Obser-
vations indicate that the magnetic field strength radially decreases
from a core at the centre of the galaxy cluster (Bonafede et al.
2010).
The origin of these large-scale magnetic fields is unclear, how-
ever, the proposed models fall in to two categories. These mag-
netic fields may be ‘primordial’ in origin, initially generated in
the very early Universe during inflation (Kandus et al. 2011) or
during matter phase transitions, such as the quark-hadron or elec-
troweak transition (Kahniashvili et al. 2013). These seed fields are
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then amplified via a turbulent dynamo mechanism driven by forma-
tion of large-scale structure. Primordial seed fields naturally have
large correlation lengths and fill the volume of the Universe with
magnetic fields, enabling them to account for the recent blazar ob-
servations that indicate cosmic voids contain kpc scale coherent
magnetic fields (Neronov & Vovk 2010; Takahashi et al. 2013).
Current observations constrain Mpc coherent magnetic fields to
have an amplitude less than 1.2 nG (Pshirkov et al. 2015). How-
ever, many of these magnetogenesis mechanisms require physics
beyond the standard model and it is unknown whether they are able
to produce magnetic fields of sufficient amplitude to match the ob-
servations. Alternatively, large-scale magnetic fields may be seeded
via plasma physics mechanisms during the formation of the first
structures (Kulsrud et al. 1997; Ichiki et al. 2007; Widrow et al.
2012). These seed fields are then amplified by the collapse of struc-
tures and ejected by supernovae and active galactic nuclei (AGN)
to ‘pollute’ the large-scale structure of the Universe with magnetic
fields. Seed magnetic fields generated by plasma processes are eas-
ily capable of producing the observed field amplitude, but struggle
to account for the presence of strong magnetic fields in galaxies at
high redshift and it is extremely difficult to reconcile them with the
presence of coherent magnetic fields in cosmological voids.
Cosmological simulations of structure formation that follow
the evolution of primordial seed fields have been performed using
© 2018 The Authors
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a variety of techniques: smoothed particle magnetohydrodynamics
(SPMHD) (Dolag et al. 1999; Dolag & Stasyszyn 2009; Bonafede
et al. 2011; Stasyszyn et al. 2013), mesh codes (Brüggen et al. 2005;
Dubois & Teyssier 2008; Miniati & Martin 2011; Vazza et al. 2014)
and adaptive mesh techniques (Marinacci et al. 2015; Hopkins &
Raives 2016). These simulations have shown that a seed field with
an amplitude below the current observational upper limits of can
be amplified to µG amplitude by the formation of a galaxy cluster.
The pollution of the ICM with magnetic energy via AGN injec-
tion has been studied by Xu et al. (2012) using an adaptive mesh
refinement code. Assuming a model for the amount of magnetic
energy injected by an AGN, they found that the ejected magnetic
fields could reproduce the observed µG amplitude magnetic field in
a galaxy cluster. If the pollution occurs early enough during the for-
mation of the cluster then the resulting magnetic field pervades the
entire cluster volume. In addition, simulations have examined the
pollution of galaxy and cluster scale haloes with magnetic fields by
supernovae seeding (Donnert et al. 2009; Beck et al. 2013a). They
were able to reproduce the observed magnetic field within haloes,
with galactic winds driving magnetic fields into the surrounding
large-structure. However, they found that the filamentary structure
of the universe is magnetized to a significantly lower level com-
pared to simulations using a primordial seed magnetic field.
Simulations have shown that the formation of structure erases
any knowledge the magnetic field has about its initial seed (Dolag
et al. 2002; Dolag & Stasyszyn 2009; Barnes et al. 2012; Marinacci
et al. 2015). Therefore, to understand the origin of large-scale mag-
netic fields their co-evolution with structure formation must first be
understood. A large dynamical range is essential in the numerical
simulation in order to solve this problem. SPMHD simulations in-
trinsically provide this dynamic range, but they suffer from tech-
nical challenges, such as maintaining ∇ · B = 0, that can lead
to the poor capture of dynamo processes and the incorrect evolu-
tion of a seed magnetic field. Recently, Tricco & Price (2012) have
formulated a hyperbolic cleaning scheme to mitigate ∇ · B errors
and Tricco & Price (2013) have suggested a new artificial resis-
tivity switch. In this paper, we critically assess SPMHD formula-
tions by implementing these new schemes in our N-body/SPMHD
code, GCMHD+ (Barnes et al. 2012). We critically assess different
resistivity switches with and without hyperbolic divergence clean-
ing in cosmological simulations of the formation of a galaxy clus-
ter. We highlight how the magnetic field evolves on cosmological
timescales depending on the numerical scheme applied and demon-
strate that the resultant magnetic field is very sensitive to the sup-
pression of numerical divergence errors. We show that a primordial
seed magnetic field is capable of reproducing observed magnetic
field quantities in simulations with sufficient resolution.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly
lay out the additional implementations to our basic SPMHD im-
plementation. In Section 3 we show the impact of the additions to
the SPMHD scheme have on idealized test cases. We then simulate
the formation of a galaxy cluster in Section 4 and look at how the
chosen scheme affects the evolution of a primordial seed magnetic
field during structure formation. Finally, in Section 5 we give our
conclusions.
2 NUMERICAL METHOD
We used the N-body/SPMHD code, GCMHD+, as the basis for this
work. The hydrodynamic implementation and associated parame-
ters are presented in Kawata et al. (2013) and the MHD imple-
mentation is presented in Barnes et al. (2012). In brief, we use a
standard cubic spline kernel with 58 neighbors. To resolve discon-
tinuities in the fluid we include artificial viscosity, using the switch
of Rosswog & Price (2007) , with αAVmin = 0.5, to minimize viscos-
ity where it is not required. We also include artificial conduction,
including the switch of Price (2008), and employ the time-step lim-
iter of Saitoh & Makino (2009). The magnetic field is followed
directly via the induction equation and it is allowed to act back
on the fluid via the conservative magnetic stress tensor. The ten-
sile instability, which results from the choice of the conservative
stress tensor, is suppressed via the direct subtraction of any un-
physical βˆB (∇ · B) /ρ force from the momentum equation (Børve
et al. 2001). We have changed from βˆ = 0.5 in Barnes et al. (2012)
to βˆ = 1 to ensure that we avoid numerical artifacts (Tricco & Price
2012). An artificial resistivity scheme is used to resolve discontinu-
ities in the magnetic field. The fastest magnetosonic wave speed is
used to compute the time step and to control the artificial viscos-
ity and resistivity schemes. However, there are still two outstanding
issues with the SPMHD implementation. The first is the formula-
tion of the switch used to control the application of resistivity at
magnetic discontinuities. The second is maintaining the solenoidal
condition of the magnetic field, ∇ ·B = 0. Resolving these issues is
critical to capturing the evolution of a seed magnetic field in a cos-
mological simulation accurately. To minimize the impact of these
issues we have implemented additional algorithms in GCMHD+.
2.1 Resistivity Switch Formulation
Artificial resistivity is a dissipative term included in SPMHD sim-
ulations to ensure that discontinuities in the magnetic field are cor-
rectly captured. The resistivity dissipates the magnetic field and
smooths the discontinuity so that it is resolved. This allows the cor-
rect pre- and post-shock values of the magnetic field to be obtained.
In many astrophysical systems, such as in galaxies and galaxy clus-
ters, the magnetic Reynold’s number is very high and, therefore, it
is critical to minimize the resistive dissipation where it is not re-
quired. In Barnes et al. (2012), GCMHD+ used the switch proposed
by Price & Monaghan (2005) (henceforth referred to as the PM05
switch) with αBmin = 0.0 to reduce dissipation away from discon-
tinuities. However, Price (2012) showed that even with this switch
there was still significant unwanted dissipation in their simulations.
Tricco & Price (2013) showed that this switch fails to capture dis-
continuities in the weak field regime due to αB , and hence the ap-
plied resistivity, remaining low in the presence of large discontinu-
ities due to its dependence on the magnitude of the magnetic field.
This is problematic for cosmological MHD simulations as structure
formation generates many shock and the magnetic field is always
in the weak field regime.
Tricco & Price (2013) proposed an alternate resistivity switch
(henceforth referred to as the TP13 switch) where αB is indepen-
dently set for each particle directly to the dimensionless quantity
αBi =
hi |∇Bi |
|Bi | , (1)
where hi is the smoothing length of particle i, ∇B is the 3 × 3 gra-
dient matrix of the magnetic field B and αBi is limited such that
αBi ∈ [0, 1]. The individual components of the matrix are calcu-
lated via the standard SPH operator
∇Bi ≡
∂Bki
∂xl
i
≈ − 1
Ωiρi
∑
j
mj
(
Bki − Bkj
)
∇liWi j (hi) , (2)
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Figure 1. Density (top) and magnetic pressure (bottom) results of the Orszag-Tang vortex at t = 1.0 for the standard (left), PM05 cleaned (centre left) and
TP13 cleaned (centre right) GCMHD+ implementations and the ATHENA result (right). The large-scale features are similar, but all of the SPMHD simulations
fail to fully capture the high density vortex that forms in the ATHENA result.
where ρi is the density at particle i, mj is the mass of the particle
j, Ωi accounts for the variable smoothing length terms and W is
the SPH smoothing kernel, which is the cubic spline kernel in this
implementation. The 2-norm is used to calculate the norm of ∇B
|∇B| ≡
√√∑
k
∑
l
 ∂Bki∂xl
i
2 . (3)
We have implemented this proposed resistivity switch in GCMHD+.
In section 3 we examine how the choice of resistivity switch effects
the result of idealized test cases and in section 4 we examine the
impact of both switches in an MHD cosmological simulation.
2.2 Hyperbolic Cleaning Scheme
In MHD simulations using an SPH based code the numerical in-
tegration of the magnetic field leads to non-zero field divergence
and the violation of the solenoid condition. The violation of this
condition can lead to spurious forces parallel to the magnetic field,
potentially resulting in numerical instabilities, and to the poor cap-
ture of dynamo processes, so it is critical to minimize any violation.
We implement a hyperbolic cleaning scheme, originally proposed
by Dedner et al. (2002), in GCMHD+ to minimize the build of nu-
merical divergence of the magnetic field. This scheme has been
widely used in Eulerian codes (Anderson et al. 2006; Mignone et al.
2010) and has been adapted for SPMHD simulations (Tricco &
Price 2012; Stasyszyn et al. 2013) and moving mesh simulations
(Pakmor et al. 2011). The hyperbolic cleaning scheme evolves an
additional scalar field ψ, which is coupled to the magnetic field and
leads to an additional term in the induction equation of the form(
dB
dt
)clean
= −∇ψ . (4)
The scalar field evolves according to
dψi
dt
= −v2M,i∇ · Bi −
ψi
τ
, (5)
where ψi is the value of the scalar field at particle i, vM,i is the
fast magnetosonic wave speed at i and τ is the damping timescale,
which is equal to
1
τ
=
σvM,i
hi
, (6)
where σ is a free parameter that determines the strength of the
damping. By combining equations (4) and (5), in the co-moving
frame of the wave, a damped wave equation is obtained that demon-
strates how the scheme works. The divergence of the magnetic
field is propagated away from a source like a wave and the wave
is damped by the diffusion term. The strength of the damping ap-
plied to the divergence wave is determined by the choice of σ. It
has been suggested by Mignone et al. (2010) that σ ∈ [0, 1] and
Tricco & Price (2012) suggest that 0.2 < σ < 0.3 for 2D tests and
0.8 < σ < 1.2 for 3D tests, while Stasyszyn et al. (2013) find a
value of σ = 4.0 produced optimal results. After testing σ values
in the range ∈ [0.2, 5.0] with a suite of standard MHD tests and in
cosmological MHD simulations and we found a value of σ = 1.0
produces the best compromised results for all simulations. All of
the simulations presented in this paper use σ = 1.0.
When hyperbolic cleaning is included as part of the MHD
equations, Tricco & Price (2012) argue that an additional term in
equation (5) is required to ensure total energy conservation. If this
term is included then equation (5) becomes
dψi
dt
= −v2M,i∇ · Bi −
ψi
τ
− ψi∇ · vi
2
, (7)
where vi is the velocity of particle i. We ran all of our test and
cosmological simulations with and without this additional energy
conservation term. Although we found that the inclusion of the term
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Figure 2. Resistivity coefficient αB (top) and divergence error ΣB (bottom) results of the Orszag-Tang vortex at t = 1.0 for the standard (left), PM05 cleaned
(centre) and TP13 cleaned (right) implementations. The TP13 switch demonstrates better shock tracking and the hyperbolic cleaning scheme produces an
order of magnitude reduction in the divergence error.
had negligible effect on the results of the simulations, it is included
in all the results presented in this paper. We calculate divergence of
the magnetic field using the SPH ‘difference’ operator (Price 2012)
and we measure the ‘divergence error’ via
ΣB = log10
(
hi∇ · Bi
|Bi |
)
. (8)
3 IDEALISED TEST CASES
To ensure that the code, with the additional resistivity switch and
hyperbolic cleaning scheme, was producing reliable results we
thoroughly tested it with a range of standard idealized MHD test
cases. For many of these tests no analytic solution exists and in
these cases we compared the result produced by GCMHD+ against
the result produced by the ATHENA grid code (Stone et al. 2008).
Although we have examined the performance of the code for a full
range of MHD test cases (see Appendix A), the idealized test cases
presented in this section demonstrate the impact of the additional
schemes presented in the previous section, i.e. changing the resis-
tivity switch or including the hyperbolic cleaning scheme.
3.1 Orszag-Tang Vortex
The Orszag-Tang compressible vortex (Orszag & Tang 1979) test
produces several interacting shock fronts that then transitions to tur-
bulence and is a common test of many MHD implementations. We
GCMHD+ Artificial Switch Hyperbolic cleaning
scheme Resistivity scheme
Standard Varying PM05 −
Control None − −
Constant Constant − −
Cleaned None − √
PM05 cleaned Varying PM05
√
TP13 cleaned Varying TP13
√
Table 1. Table summarizing the different configurations of GCMHD+ used
in the simulations presented in this work.
set up an ideal gas, with γ = 5/3, within a 2D periodic square
box of length unity. The gas is given an initial velocity defined
by vx = − sin (2piy), vy = sin (2pix) and vz = 0. The gas is
embedded with an initial magnetic field of Bx = −B0 sin (2piy),
By = B0 sin (4pix) and Bz = 0, where B0 = 1/
√
4pi. The initial
pressure is set to P = γB20 and the initial density of the gas is set to
ρ = γP. All of the results presented in this section use 1024× 1180
particles arranged initially in a hexagonal lattice configuration. The
complex dynamics that result from this set up provide an excellent
test of the chosen resistivity switch and the hyperbolic cleaning
scheme.
To clearly demonstrate the effect of adding the cleaning
scheme and changing the formulation of the resistivity switch we
MNRAS 000, 1–15 (2018)
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Figure 3. Density result for the magnetized blast wave test at t = 0.03 standard (left), PM05 cleaned (centre left) and TP13 cleaned (centre right) implemen-
tations of GCMHD+ and the ATHENA result (right). Neglecting the numerical artifact in the shock front of the mesh code, the results are in good agreement.
ran this test with three different configurations of the code. The
‘standard’ implementation uses the PM05 resistivity switch and
does not use the cleaning scheme (the code as presented in Barnes
et al. (2012)), the ‘PM05 cleaned’ implementation uses the PM05
resistivity switch and includes the hyperbolic cleaning scheme and
the ‘TP13 cleaned’ implementation uses the TP13 resistivity switch
and includes the cleaning scheme. A summary of all implementa-
tions used throughout this work is given in Table 1. We evolved the
initial set up using these implementations and the ATHENA code to
t = 1.0 and the density and magnetic pressure results are shown in
Fig. 1.
The density results are qualitatively comparable to the
ATHENA result, with all of the SPMHD implementations show-
ing some slight intrinsic smoothing of features. The ATHENA re-
sult shows the formation of a very high density vortex in the cen-
tre of the test. This feature is reproduced to some extent by the
implementations using the PM05 switch, but this feature is absent
from the result produced by the TP13 cleaned implementation. The
magnetic pressure results produced by the implementations show
the same global features as the ATHENA result. The failure to ac-
curately capture the very dense central vortex feature produces a
significant reduction in the central magnetic pressure of the results
produced by GCMHD+. The use of the TP13 switch further sup-
presses the central magnetic pressure.
The Orszag-Tang vortex’s increasingly complex shock fronts
provide a good test of a resistivity switch’s ability to track the shock
fronts and the cleaning scheme’s ability to maintain the solenoidal
condition of the magnetic field. Fig. 2 shows the applied resistiv-
ity parameter and divergence error, as defined by equation (8), for
the three implementations at t = 1.0. The TP13 switch accurately
tracks the shock fronts as they become more complex, applying sig-
nificantly more resistivity at shock fronts and less away from them.
The PM05 resistivity switch is not as good at tracking the complex
shock fronts and applies resistivity more broadly across the simula-
tion area. Comparing the cleaned implementations to the standard
implementation shows that the inclusion of the hyperbolic cleaning
scheme produces an order of magnitude reduction in the divergence
error of the magnetic field. Inclusion of the cleaning scheme keeps
the divergence of the magnetic field at a few percent of the total
magnetic field amplitude throughout the simulation. The choice of
resistivity switch has a minimal impact of the divergence error of
the magnetic field, but it is slightly lower on average for the TP13
resistivity switch.
3.2 2D MHD Blast Wave
The blast wave test is the explosion of over-pressured gas particles
in a static, magnetized background medium and is standard test of
MHD codes. We set up 512 × 590 particles on a hexagonal lattice
in a 2D periodic square box of length unity. The gas has a den-
sity ρ = 1, a pressure P0 = 1, an adiabatic index γ = 1.4, and
is at rest. A hot disc of radius r0 = 0.125, centred on the middle
of the domain, is set up such that particles that fall inside the ra-
dius of the disc have their pressure increased by a factor of 100, so
that Pdisc = 100. All gas particles are embedded with an initially
homogeneous magnetic field that has an amplitude of Bx = 10,
By = 0 and Bz = 0 and is orientated in the x-direction only. As
the initial set up is evolved a strong outward traveling shock wave
develops, but it is constrained perpendicular to the magnetic field.
This test provides an excellent test of the effectiveness of the differ-
ent resistivity switches and the hyperbolic cleaning scheme in the
strong shock and low beta regimes. We evolved the initial set up
using the three SPMHD implementations and compare to the result
produced by ATHENA. Fig. 3 shows the density result at t = 0.03
and the results produced by the SPMHD configurations are quali-
tatively identical to the reference result produced by ATHENA, ne-
glecting the numerical artifact present in the mesh result.
To demonstrate the impact of the resistivity switch and the
cleaning scheme, Fig. 4 shows the resistivity parameter, αB , and the
divergence error, ΣB , at t = 0.03 for the standard, PM05 cleaned
and TP13 cleaned implementations. The TP13 resistivity switch re-
sults in significantly lower values of αB throughout the simulation,
with only non-negligible values occurring at the leading edge of
the shock fronts. In contrast the PM05 resistivity switch results in
values of αB approaching unity at the shocks and where the shocks
are suppressed perpendicular to the magnetic field. In addition, use
of the PM05 switch leads to αB increasing behind the fast mag-
netoacoustic wave as it propagates outwards. The lower values of
αB produced by the TP13 switch and resulting smaller smoothing
of the magnetic field mean that this test is effectively run at higher
resolution compared to using the PM05 switch. Independent of the
chosen resistivity switch, the inclusion of the hyperbolic cleaning
scheme produces an order of magnitude reduction in the divergence
error throughout the simulation. The divergence of the magnetic
field is maintained to at most a few percent of the total amplitude
of the magnetic field.
Including the hyperbolic cleaning scheme significantly sur-
passes the growth of the divergence of the magnetic field and has
negligible impact on the result of the test simulations. The TP13 re-
sistivity switch produces a significant improvement in the artificial
MNRAS 000, 1–15 (2018)
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Figure 4. Resistivity coefficient αB (top) and divergence error ΣB (bottom) results for the magnetized blast wave test at t = 0.03 for the standard (left), PM05
cleaned (centre) and TP13 cleaned (right) implementations. The TP13 switch only applies resistivity to the leading edge of the shock fronts. The hyperbolic
cleaning scheme produces a significant reduction in divergence error throughout the simulation.
resistivity scheme’s ability to track the development of complex
shock fronts, but it applies more resistivity at shock fronts leading
to some features being smoothed out. We now investigate the im-
pact of different numerical schemes, including hyperbolic cleaning
and resistivity switch formulation, on magnetic fields in cosmolog-
ical simulations.
4 COSMOLOGICAL MHD SIMULATIONS OF GALAXY
CLUSTER FORMATION
In the paradigm of hierarchical structure formation, galaxy clusters
form from the collapse and coalescence of many smaller objects to
become the most massive gravitationally bound objects in the Uni-
verse. The merging of smaller objects and the accretion of material
produces shocks and induces turbulence that has been observed in
the ICM (Schuecker et al. 2004). Shocks and turbulence in the ICM
will amplify an initial seed magnetic field and merging will gen-
erate bulk motions that re-distributes the magnetic field through-
out the cluster volume. To use observations of large-scale magnetic
fields to infer their origin or their impact on the astrophysical pro-
cesses within the cluster, it is crucial to model the formation and
evolution of the galaxy cluster over cosmic time using numerical
MHD simulations. We simulate the formation of a galaxy cluster
with a primordial seed magnetic field embedded within the gas.
We examine the evolution of the seed field due to the formation of
the cluster and demonstrate the sensitivity of the magnetic field to
the choice of numerical scheme, i.e. chosen resistivity scheme and
suppressing the growth of the divergence of the magnetic field.
We assumed a flat ΛCDM cosmological model with cosmo-
logical parameters taken from the WMAP 5 year data release, such
that h = 0.72, Ωm = 0.26, Ωb = 0.044, σ8 = 0.8 and ns = 0.96
(Komatsu et al. 2009). At z = 60, a low resolution 200 Mpc dark
matter only spherical volume was seeded with density perturba-
tions using the GRAFIC2 code (Bertschinger 2001). These initial
conditions were then evolved to z = 0 and a central halo with a
mass of M200 = 1.5 × 1014 M was selected, where M200 corre-
sponds to the mass inside the radius at which the average density is
equal to two hundred times the critical density of the Universe. This
halo was then refined twice, where particles that fell within eight
and four times r200 were replaced with 8× and 64×, respectively,
lower mass particles to produce a “zoomed” simulation of the for-
mation of the halo. The refinement radii were set so that resulting
zoomed halo is free from contaminating higher mass particles out
to approximately 3 × r200. The highest refined particles each had a
mass of mDM = 6.20 × 108 M , with a corresponding softening
length  = 6.2 kpc.
To these initial conditions gas particles, each with a mass of
mg = 1.26 × 108 M , were added to the highest resolution region.
The gas particles were embedded with an initially homogeneous
seed magnetic field that had an amplitude of 10−11 G. As the final
magnetic field has been shown to be independent of the spectral
properties of the seed field (Dolag & Stasyszyn 2009; Barnes et al.
2012; Marinacci et al. 2015), the initial seed field was orientated in
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Figure 5. Density (top row), magnetic field amplitude (centre row) and divergence error (bottom row) xy slices at z = 0 for the galaxy cluster simulated using
the control (left), constant (centre) and standard (right) implementations. Strong magnetic field in the control and constant simulations is associated with large
divergence errors.
the x-direction only, to ensure that it was divergence free. To focus
on the how the seed field evolves during the formation of the clus-
ter, the simulations were purely adiabatic in nature and neglected
additional physical processes such as radiative cooling, star forma-
tion and feedback from stars and AGN.
To examine the impact of chosen numerical scheme on the
evolution of the seed magnetic field, the initial conditions were run
using six configurations of GCMHD+. In addition to the standard,
PM05 cleaned and TP13 cleaned implementations present in Sec-
tion 3.1, the simulation was run with the ‘control’, ‘constant’ and
‘cleaned’ implementations, see Table 1. The control implementa-
tion simply evolved the induction equation and did not use an artifi-
cial resistivity scheme or the hyperbolic cleaning scheme. The con-
stant implementation applied a constant level of resistivity equal to
η = 6.4 × 1027 cm2s−1 to each gas particle at every time step, sim-
ilar to Bonafede et al. (2011); Beck et al. (2013b), and did not use
the hyperbolic cleaning scheme. The cleaned implementation used
the hyperbolic cleaning scheme, but did not use an artificial resistiv-
ity scheme. These were chosen so that impact of different schemes
could be assessed independently of each other. All six simulations
used the same initial conditions and were evolved to z = 0.
Figs. 5 and 6 show density, magnetic field amplitude and di-
vergence error slices through the xy plane of the final cluster for the
six simulations. The choice of numerical MHD scheme has negli-
gible impact on the formation of the cluster and all six implemen-
tations produce a cluster with a mass of M200 = 1.51 × 1014 M
and a similar morphology. This is expected as the magnetic en-
ergy density is orders of magnitude smaller than kinetic energy of
MNRAS 000, 1–15 (2018)
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Figure 6. Same as Fig. 5 except that the galaxy cluster has been simulated using the cleaned (left), PM05 cleaned (centre) and TP13 cleaned (right) imple-
mentations. The hyperbolic cleaning scheme significantly reduces the divergence error within the cluster volume.
the forming cluster and the magnetic field is effectively passively
frozen into the gas. However, the chosen scheme has a significant
impact on the topology and amplitude of the magnetic field. The
amplitude of the magnetic field varies from 10−6 G in the control
and constant implementations to 10−10 G in the TP13 cleaned im-
plementation. Those simulations that reach µG amplitude have a
magnetic field that is a patchwork of strong magnetic field in a
background magnetic field that is significantly weaker. These simu-
lations have no mechanism for minimising the violation of ∇·B = 0
and the stronger magnetic field amplitude is associated with large
divergence errors. Those simulations that include the hyperbolic
cleaning scheme have significantly lower divergence errors, but the
magnetic field amplitude reaches a maximum of ∼ 108 G. There-
fore, the amplitude of the magnetic field at z = 0 is dependent on
the amplitude of the numerical and unphysical divergence of the
magnetic field.
Fig. 7 shows the magnetic field amplitude, average applied re-
sistivity and divergence error radial profiles of the six simulations.
With the exception of the TP13 cleaned simulation all of the clus-
ters reproduce the observed magnetic field profile with a central
core that declines steeply with increasing radius (Bonafede et al.
2010). The resistivity profiles demonstrate that the TP13 resistivity
switch applies an order of magnitude more resistivity to the par-
ticles than the PM05 switch, which applies resistivity of a similar
level to the constant implementation. This remains the case when
αB is limited to [0, 0.1], as suggested by the authors for more re-
alistic simulations. The resulting cluster magnetic field has been
shown in previous numerical work to be very sensitive to the level
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Figure 7. Magnetic field amplitude (top), resistivity (middle) and diver-
gence error (bottom) radial profiles of the galaxy cluster at z = 0 for the
six different implementations. The TP13 resistivity switch is too strong for
cosmological simulations.
of applied resistivity (Dolag & Stasyszyn 2009; Barnes et al. 2012).
Therefore, the TP13 switch is too strong for cosmological simu-
lations and suppresses the amplification of the magnetic field. A
comparison of constant and standard runs demonstrates a switch
to control the application of resistivity is required because the re-
sistivity can vary by an order of magnitude throughout the cluster
volume. The importance of minimising the growth of the diver-
gence of the magnetic field is shown by comparing the standard
and PM05 cleaned simulations. Suppressing its growth produces a
factor of ∼ 5 reduction in the level of resistivity applied. Therefore,
the unphysical numerical divergence of the magnetic field is con-
trolling the application of the resistivity and in turn is controlling
the evolution of the seed magnetic field.
The divergence error profile of the control simulation shows
that failing to include an artificial resistivity scheme or the hyper-
bolic cleaning scheme leads a situation where the amplitude of the
divergence of the magnetic field is a factor ∼ 10 larger than the
amplitude of the magnetic field at z = 0.0. The implementation
of an artificial resistivity scheme lead to a reduction in the diver-
gence of the magnetic field. This is because the resistivity damps
the true magnetic field and the unphysical divergence of the mag-
netic field. However, simply increasing the resistivity to damp the
divergence will also damp the true magnetic field. The inclusion
of the hyperbolic cleaning leads to a significant decrease in the di-
vergence error, with the chosen resistivity scheme now producing a
negligible impact on the divergence error of the PM05 cleaned and
TP13 cleaned simulations. The inclusion of the hyperbolic clean-
ing scheme suppresses the unphysical divergence of the magnetic
field to a few percent of the magnetic field amplitude throughout
the cluster volume.
4.1 Seed Field Evolution
To further understand the impact of the chosen numerical scheme
on the evolution of the seed magnetic field during structure for-
mation we follow the most massive progenitor of the cluster from
z = 3.0 to z = 0.0. Fig. 8 shows the M200 of the progenitor, its
magnetic magnetic energy density inside r200, εmag, and its aver-
age divergence error inside r200 as a function of log10(1+ z). All of
the simulations show the same growth of Mvir and the chosen MHD
scheme has negligible effect on the growth of the cluster. As seen
in previous work, for example Roettiger et al. (1999) , the mag-
netic energy density of the cluster increases during major merging
events, such as x = 0.41 (z = 1.57) and x = 0.21 (z = 0.62). The
collapse of material provides the energy to drive the dynamo mech-
anism that amplifies the magnetic field, while the merging events
are features on trend of increasing magnetic energy with decreasing
redshift. The turbulent motions induced by mergers and accretion
of material are the dominant mechanism for amplifying the seed
magnetic field.
There is a correlation between the average divergence error of
the cluster and its rate of increase of the magnetic energy density.
The small-scale turbulent folding and shearing motions induced
by the collapse of structure amplify the true magnetic field. How-
ever, they amplify the unphysical divergent magnetic field as well.
Hence, the amplification of the seed field is then dependent on both
the true and unphysical magnetic field. Therefore, it is critical to
suppress the growth of the divergence error in the simulations to
avoid spurious amplification of the seed magnetic field due to the
presence of the unphysical divergence of the magnetic field. This
is demonstrated in the standard simulation, once the resistivity be-
comes strong enough to reduce the average divergence error of the
cluster the rate of increase of the magnetic energy flattens. The hy-
perbolic cleaning scheme produces the most significant reduction
in the divergence error and so including it in the numerical scheme
is critical to capturing the true evolution of the seed magnetic field.
However, those simulations that include the hyperbolic clean-
ing scheme fail to produce cluster magnetic fields with the observed
µG amplitude. To fully capture the amplification of the magnetic
field the simulations must be able to resolve the small-scale velocity
field. We examined the effect of resolution on the amplification of
the seed magnetic field by running the simulations with increased
resolution.
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Figure 8. Plots showing the evolution of M200, the average magnetic energy
density and the average divergence error of the galaxy cluster between z = 3
and z = 0 for the six different implementations.
4.2 Higher Resolution Simulations
To produce a higher resolution simulation of the formation of the
galaxy cluster the refinement of the highest resolution level was in-
creased. Instead of replacing each particle that fell within 4 × r200
with 8 times lower mass particles they were replaced with 64
times lower mass particles. This produced initial conditions with
increased resolution, such that the highest resolution dark matter
particles each had a mass of mDM = 7.8 × 107 M , with a cor-
responding softening of  = 2.6 kpc, and each gas particle had a
mass of mg = 1.6 × 107 M . The gas particles were embedded
with an initially homogeneous magnetic field that had an ampli-
tude of 10−11 G. The field was orientated entirely in the x-direction
to ensure that is was initially divergence free.
The higher resolution initial conditions were evolved using the
cleaned and PM05 cleaned implementations of GCMHD+, because
the lower resolution simulations in the previous section showed that
these two schemes were a compromise between suppressing the
growth of the numerical divergence of the magnetic field, but not
suppressing the amplification of the magnetic field. Slices through
the xy plane of the density, magnetic field amplitude and diver-
gence error quantities at z = 0.0 for the two clusters are shown
in Fig. 9. The density slices show that the two different schemes
have negligible impact on the formation and global hydrodynamic
properties of the cluster. Both clusters include the hyperbolic clean-
ing scheme and the divergence of the magnetic field is maintained
to a few percent of the amplitude of the magnetic field amplitude
throughout the cluster. However, the amplitude of the magnetic
field is significantly different, with the cleaned implementation pro-
ducing a cluster with a central magnetic field amplitude of 1.5 µG,
in agreement with the observations, while the PM05 cleaned cluster
has a central amplitude of 0.016 µG.
The difference between the implementations is the use of the
artificial resistivity scheme. Fig. 10 shows the resistivity applied by
the different implementations in the standard and higher resolution
simulations. A higher resolution simulation resolves smaller scale
structures and fluctuations, which results in greater amplification
of the seed magnetic field. However, this increase in small-scale
structure causes the PM05 resistivity scheme to apply a factor ∼ 10
greater resistivity throughout the volume of the cluster. This in-
crease in the strength of the resistivity applied suppresses the am-
plification of the magnetic field. Therefore, the cluster simulated
using the cleaned implementation produces a cored magnetic field
with µG amplitude, in agreement with the observations, while the
cluster simulated using the PM05 cleaned implementation produces
a cored magnetic field with 100× smaller amplitude. Artificial re-
sistivity is included in these simulations to ensure that magnetic dis-
continuities are numerically resolved, otherwise resistivity would
not be required as the resistive timescale of a cluster is significantly
greater than the age of the Universe. However, these simulations
have an initially continuous magnetic field with no sources or sinks
of magnetism and do not resolve the turbulence scale of the cluster.
Therefore, any discontinuity in the magnetic field will be associ-
ated with discontinuities in other hydrodynamic properties. These
will be smoothed out and resolved by other schemes, such as artifi-
cial viscosity, and so an artificial resistivity scheme is not required
at the resolution of the simulations presented in this paper.
4.3 X-ray and Radio emission properties
Observationally, 20−30% of massive, X-ray luminous clusters are
found to host diffuse, Mpc-scale radio haloes of low surface bright-
ness, typically of several µJy arcsec−2 at 1.4 GHz (e.g. Feretti et al.
2012). These clusters are normally associated with signs of recent
merger activity (Cassano et al. 2010). Those clusters studied in de-
tail, e.g. Coma, A2255, A2744 & A2163, show similar morpho-
logical features in their radio and X-ray images (e.g. Liang et al.
2000; Feretti et al. 2001; Govoni et al. 2001a,b; Bacchi et al. 2003;
Govoni & Feretti 2004). Upon a local point-by-point comparison
between the radio surface brightness and X-ray photon count rate,
the correlation is found to be adequately described by a power law
(Feretti et al. 2001; Govoni et al. 2001a).
The high-resolution cleaned simulation produces a cluster
with a central peak magnetic field of ≈ 2.5 µG, which is in
reasonable agreement with values derived by previous numerical
work (e.g. Bonafede et al. 2011) and those found observationally
(Govoni & Feretti 2004; Bonafede et al. 2010; Brunetti & Jones
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Figure 9. Density (left), magnetic field amplitude (centre) and divergence error(right) xy slices of the higher resolution galaxy cluster at z = 0 for the PM05
cleaned (top) and cleaned (bottom) implementations.
Figure 10. Resistivity radial profile for the standard resolution simulations
and the higher resolution PM05 cleaned simulation. The increase in reso-
lution produces a significant increase in resistivity throughout the cluster
volume.
2014). Although the cluster is an order of magnitude smaller in
mass than clusters with observed radio haloes, we now simulate
its X-ray and radio morphology and examine if a power-law natu-
rally arises. We use the cleaned implementation of GCMHD+ and
consider the higher resolution simulation at redshift z = 0. We
then calculate the corresponding X-ray and radio emissions from
the cluster. Each synthetic map/image of the cluster spans roughly
2.9 Mpc × 2.9 Mpc with a depth of 2.9 Mpc and is divided into
256 × 256 square pixels.
Clusters are X-ray luminous primarily due to thermal free-free
radiation emitted from hot (105.2 K ≤ T . 107 K) and diffuse
(10−6 cm−3 . ne . 10−2 cm−3) intra-cluster gas. The continuum
X-rays are thermal bremssthrahlung radiation, with an emissivity
given by
jX =
dW
dt dV
=
(
2pikBTe
3me
)1/2 25pie6
3hmec3
Z2nenig¯B , (9)
in erg s−1 cm−3 (Rybicki & Lightman 1979), where me is the elec-
tron mass, e is the electron charge, c is the speed of light, kB is
the Boltzmann constant and h is the Planck constant. ne and Te are
the number density and temperature of the thermal electrons, re-
spectively. We set the velocity-averaged Gaunt factor g¯B to 1 with-
out losing generality. Assuming a fully ionised hydrogen plasma,
we set Z = 1 and ne = ni . Since the plasma is fully ionised at
T = 105.2 K, we only take into account of emission from particles
with temperatures higher than such. In addition to that, we also
only consider emission from regions below the critical density to
form stars, i.e. ρ ≤ 0.01 M pc−3 (Cox et al. 2006; Geng et al.
2012). We calculate the bolometric X-ray intensity by integrating
the emissivity over the interval ds along the line-of-sight
IX ∝
∫
ds n2e T
1/2
e , (10)
in erg s−1 cm−2.
The radio emission is synchrotron radiation from energetic
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electrons gyrating around the cluster magnetic fields. We assume
relativistic electrons with a power-law energy spectrum
nre(γ) dγ = Cγ−p dγ , (11)
where p is the electron energy spectral index and nre(γ) dγ is the
number density of relativistic electrons in the energy range of γ and
γ + dγ. Thus, the energy density of the relativistic electrons is
Ere = C(mec2)
∫ ∞
1
dγ γ1−p . (12)
Assuming that Ere is 1% of the thermal energy density (Kotarba
et al. 2011; Geng et al. 2012), the normalisation constant is
C = 3 × 10−3
(
nekBTe
mec2
)
. (13)
As such, the specific radio emissivity is
jR =
dW
dt dV dν
=
√
3e3CB⊥
mec2(p + 1)
(
mec2piν
3eB⊥
)−(p−1)/2
× Γ
(
p
4
+
19
12
)
Γ
(
p
4
− 1
12
)
, (14)
in erg s−1 cm−3 Hz−1 (Rybicki & Lightman 1979) at frequency
ν, where B⊥ is the magnetic field component perpendicular to
the line-of-sight and Γ(...) is the Gamma function. We assume
ν = 1.4 GHz, which is the frequency band commonly used in radio
observations, such as with the VLA (see e.g. Xu et al. 2003). We
also set p = 2.2, corresponding to electrons that are freshly accel-
erated by shocks (see e.g. Achterberg et al. 2001). Integrating the
radio emissivity over the interval ds along the line-of-sight gives
the intensity
IR ∝
∫
ds CB(p+1)/2⊥ , (15)
in erg s−1 cm−2 Hz−1.
The resulting X-ray and radio intensities are shown in the left
panels of Fig. 11. We generate synthetic X-ray images of the clus-
ter overlaid with radio contours in the xy, xz and yz planes. The
colourmap shows the total X-ray intensity, reaching a peak value of
IX ≈ 10−3 erg s−1 cm−2. We see some small disturbances in the X-
ray morphology, which is consistent with the cluster experiencing
a minor merger due to the infall of a small substructure. Superim-
posed over the X-ray images are synthetic radio contours in white,
where the levels define intensities decreasing outwards at 106, 105
and 104 Jy, respectively. These values of intensities are indepen-
dent of distance from the source and correspond to artificial fluxes
of several µJy per pixel at 1.4 GHz, which are consistent with var-
ious observations (e.g. Govoni et al. 2001a; Murgia et al. 2009;
Vacca et al. 2010; Murgia et al. 2010; Farnsworth et al. 2013) and
numerical simulations (e.g. Vacca et al. 2010; Kotarba et al. 2011;
Geng et al. 2012; Govoni et al. 2013). 1 We find that the X-ray and
radio peaks overlap each other and lie on the potential minimum of
the cluster.
Qualitatively, the X-ray images and radio contours show sim-
ilar morphological features, indicating a spatial coincidence be-
tween the electron density and the magnetic field in the cluster,
1 Following the method by Geng et al. (2012), we estimate the expected
flux arriving on Earth by multiplying the calculated total intensities with a
factor f = pir2beam/(4piD2), assuming D ≈ 99 Mpc for the distance to the
cluster (e.g. Coma, see Reiprich & Böhringer 2002), and treating rbeam as
the beam radius corresponding to an angular resolution of ∼ 5′′, if observed
with, e.g. the VLA B-configuration at 1.4 GHz (see e.g. Condon et al. 2003).
which is not surprising due to the magnetic field being effectively
frozen in the gas. To quantify this, we perform a local point-by-
point comparison between the X-ray and radio intensities projected
along the lines of sight: x, y and z; adopting a similar approach
to Dolag et al. (2001). This method is unaffected by morphologi-
cal differences and possible misalignments between the radio and
X-ray maxima (Govoni et al. 2001a). The simulated cluster has a
bolometric X-ray luminosity of LX,500 = 3.11 × 1044 erg s−1, a
value that is marginally higher than observed (Maughan et al. 2012)
and likely impacted by the overcooling adiabatic simulations suffer
from. We find a positive correlation between the radio and X-ray
intensities in the cluster2, which appears to satisfy a power-law re-
lation
IR = A IbX , (16)
where A is the normalization constant and b is the slope of the
IR − IX relation. We therefore use the method of least squares to fit
the linear relation
log10(IR) = log10(A) + b log10(IX) , (17)
and the results are shown in the right panels of Fig. 11. Clearly,
there is some scatter around the lines of best-fit, indicating that the
correspondence between magnetic field and electron density is not
one-to-one. We further investigate the impact of the adiabatic na-
ture of the simulation on the scaling relation by performing a best-
fit across all data (blue line) and comparing it to that where the cen-
tral region of the cluster is excised (red line). The latter omits the
anomalous, over-dense X-ray bright region of the cluster, which is a
consequence of the simulation lacking additional physics, such as
radiative cooling and AGN feedback. By setting the upper limit at
IX = 10−4 erg s−1 cm−2, we calculate the best-fit slopes, obtaining
0.998, 1.013 and 1.024 along the z, y and x directions, respectively.
These values are slightly steeper than those derived from an all-data
fit: 0.914, 0.926 and 0.934; demonstrating that the centre-excised
IR − IX relation is closer to unity, and that the central region of the
cluster is impacted by the missing physics. A power-law close to
unity is similar to observed values, even though the cluster is sig-
nificantly smaller than those with observed haloes, which suggests
that it arises naturally from the magnetic field being frozen into the
gas (Feretti et al. 2001; Govoni et al. 2001a). 3
It is worth mentioning a few caveats. Whilst the magnetic
fields are relatively weak and frozen into the hot plasma, their inter-
actions with the relativistic plasma is not known from our simula-
tions. We therefore have to make simplifying assumptions whereby
we scale the relativistic energy density with the thermal energy den-
sity, as well as treat the energy spectrum of the relativistic electrons
as a power law. As a result, the spatial coincidence between the ra-
dio halo emission and the hot gas regions is somewhat expected.
The result of the Planck Collaboration et al. (2013) suggest that
correlation between the radio emission and, in their case, the SZ
signal could be used to distinguish between re-acceleration mech-
anisms or the distribution of the magnetic field, which may hint at
its origin. Although we find a linear relation between the X-ray and
radio emission, we are unable to comment of these results because
our model for non-thermal electrons is too crude, and a study of the
2 We adhere to intensity in our calculations because it is independent of
distance from the source. The conversion between intensity and flux/surface
brightness does not affect the value of the best-fit slope.
3 It is worth noting that, while
∫ 1
−1 dx f (x) ∝
∫ 1
−1 dx f (
√
1 − x2), f (x) is
not necessarily proportional to f (
√
1 − x2).
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Figure 11. Left column: Contours of radio intensities IR at 104, 105 and 106 Jy, superimposed on the X-ray intensities log10IX of the higher resolution cluster
generated using the cleaned implementation, viewed in the XY (top), XZ (middle) and YZ (bottom) planes. Note that it is present-day configuration. The X-ray
and radio intensities have similar morphologies. Right column: A point-by-point comparison of the X-ray and radio intensities in the XY, XZ and YZ planes,
with a best-fit performed at IX ≤ 10−4 erg s−1 cm−2 (red) and across all intensities (blue). Clear to see that the correlation follows closely a power-law with a
slope around unity.
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impact of different acceleration mechanisms is beyond the scope of
this paper.
5 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have implemented the recently proposed artificial
resistivity switch of Tricco & Price (2013) and a hyperbolic clean-
ing scheme (Tricco & Price 2012) in to the SPMHD code GCMHD+.
Using standard idealised MHD test cases we have examined the
impact of these additions. We found that the new resistivity switch
tracks discontinuities in the magnetic field significantly better then
the previous resistivity switch of Price & Monaghan (2005). It ap-
plies more resistivity where it required and significantly less away
from discontinuities. However, the increase in applied resistivity
leads to some small scale features being smoothed out completely.
The inclusion of the hyperbolic cleaning scheme leads to a signif-
icant reduction in the divergence error throughout the test simula-
tions with negligible impact on the result produced by the code.
We then used six different configurations of GCMHD+ to per-
form a zoom simulation of the formation of a galaxy cluster with a
primordial seed magnetic field embedded in the gas particles. We
found that the choice of numerical MHD scheme has a significant
impact on the amplitude and topology of the final cluster magnetic
field. The configurations that did not include the hyperbolic clean-
ing scheme produced a magnetic field with a significantly greater
amplitude, but the stronger field was associated with larger diver-
gence errors. The inclusion of the hyperbolic cleaning scheme pro-
duced a significant reduction in the divergence error throughout the
cluster volume and maintained the divergence of the magnetic field
to a few percent of the total field amplitude. The inclusion of resis-
tivity resulted in a reduction of the magnetic field amplitude, incre-
ment with previous numerical work (e.g. Dolag & Stasyszyn 2009;
Bonafede et al. 2011). We found the that the TP13 resistivity switch
was too strong for cosmological simulations and lead to significant
suppression of the cluster magnetic field amplitude.
Following the evolution of the seed field with redshift we
found that failing to suppress the growth of the divergence of the
magnetic field lead to a steeper rate of increase of average mag-
netic energy density within the cluster volume. This is due to both
the true magnetic field and the divergence of the magnetic field be-
ing amplified by the turbulent motions of the ICM. Therefore, to
ensure that the evolution of the seed magnetic field is more reliably
captured, the growth of the divergence of the magnetic field should
be suppressed, for example using a hyperbolic cleaning scheme.
The cleaned and PM05 cleaned configurations, which were
found to suppress the growth of the numerical divergence and
did not applied excessive resistivity, were then used to simulate a
higher resolution version of the simulations. The increase in res-
olution lead to the PM05 resistivity switch applying significantly
more resistivity throughout the cluster volume and this suppressed
the amplitude of the cluster magnetic field. The cleaned implemen-
tation produced a galaxy cluster with a µG amplitude magnetic
field that steeply declined in amplitude with radius, which is in
good agreement with the observations. We then produced synthetic
emission predictions for the cluster simulated with the cleaned im-
plementation. We calculate the radio and X-ray intensities of the
cluster and find that they possess similar morphological features,
which are in agreement with observations of several massive, merg-
ing clusters. Finally, we perform a local point-by-point comparison
of the radio and X-ray images of the simulated cluster. A power law
relation is found, with a best-fit slope of b ∼ 1, which is consistent
with the values obtained for observed galaxy clusters.
Our results indicate that the hyperbolic cleaning scheme
should be applied in current state of the art SPMHD simulations.
However, the artificial resistivity scheme should be carefully cho-
sen based on the astrophysical phenomena of interest. Considering
the success of Tricco & Price (2013) in the strong magnetic field
regime, we expect that artificial resistivity schemes will need to be
calibrated for cosmological MHD simulations.
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Figure A1. The y component of the magnetic field for shock tube test 1B
at t = 0.03. We plot the reference ATHENA (black line), the PM05 imple-
mentation (blue circles) and TP13 implementation (red crosses) results.
APPENDIX A: SHOCK TUBE 1B
To test the impact of different configurations we performed a suite
of idealized test simulations. The one dimensional shock tube tests
demonstrate the ability of the code to capture shock and rarefaction
waves in both the strong and weak regimes. Due to their 1D nature
the divergence of the magnetic field is automatically conserved.
However, they provide a good test of the ability of the artificial
resistivity switch to capture discontinuities in the magnetic field.
In Fig. A1 we show the magnetic field in the y direction, By , as a
function of position for the shock tube 1B test at t = 0.03. We plot
the results produced by the ’PM05 cleaned’ and ’TP13 cleaned’ im-
plementations against the result produced by ATHENA. The two im-
plementations are in reasonable agreement with the ATHENA result,
with a small over-shoot and some noise at x = −0.05. The PM05
cleaned implementation produces slightly less noise at x = −0.05
and a smaller over-shoot. Both implementations smooth the feature
at x = 0.025 more than the ATHEAN result.
This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by the au-
thor.
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